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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Vredenburg Windfarm (Pty) Ltd proposes to develop a site in the area between Vredenburg, 
Paternoster and St Helena Bay for a wind energy facility (wind farm) for the generation and 
transmission of electricity from wind generators with associated infrastructure.  This report 
provides investigation of the transport impact related to the construction phase and operational 
phase of the wind farm and recommend mitigation measures where applicable. 

Innovative Transport Solutions (ITS) was founded in 1997, providing specialised services in 
transportation engineering. ITS has been serving public and private clients from offices in 
Tshwane and Cape Town, and conducted transportation projects in all the major cities in South 
Africa, as well as in Africa, including Namibia, Botswana, Nigeria, Mozambique and Tanzania. 
ITS has conducted numerous transport impact assessments for renewable energy projects all 
over South Africa. Dr. Christoff Krogscheepers is a director of ITS in Cape Town where he has 
managed projects ranging from large road rehabilitation projects, business planning of large 
projects, transportation master plans, toll impact studies, operational analysis of tunnels and road 
infrastructure, economic analysis of passenger and freight transportation, public transport 
infrastructure projects, transportation impact studies, Intelligent Transport Projects (Freeway 
Management Systems, Traffic Signal Systems, Bus Rapid Transport Systems, Setting up and 
Management of FMS Control Rooms). Dr. Krogscheepers has served on the board of the 
Intelligent transport Society of South Africa (ITSSA) and served on the Urban Streets sub-
committee which was responsible for specific chapters of the 2010 Highway Capacity Manual 
published by the USA Transport Research Board. 

Other than remuneration for work done in terms of this application, ITS have no business, 
financial, personal or other interest in the activity or application and there are no circumstances 
that may compromise our objectivity. 

2.0 LOCALITY 

The proposed Boulders Wind Farm is situated approximately 14 kilometres north of Vredenburg 
(measured from the centre of the site). The development site straddles the gravel surfaced 
DR2160. There is an existing substation located approximately 10 kilometres to the south-east of 
the development site from where the electricity will be fed into the national grid. Refer to Figure 1 
in Annexure A for a locality plan. 

3.0 PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 

The proposed Boulders Wind Farm will consist of up to 45 wind turbines with a total contracted 
capacity of up to 140 MW.  The turbines will have a hub height of up to 120 metres and a tip 
height of up 165m.  Associated infrastructure will include an on-site substation, cabling, 
transformer stations, access roads, laydown areas and administrative buildings. The proposed 
site layout is illustrated in Figure 2 in Annexure A. 

Components to be imported will be shipped from either Saldanha Bay Harbour or Cape Town 
harbour and then transported by road over a distance of between 20 km and 150 km to the site 
from Saldanha Bay or Cape Town harbour, depending on the load restrictions.  Specialized high 
lifting and heavy load capacity cranes will be utilised to erect the turbines. The wind farm will be 
built in one phase, with a total construction period of up to 24 months. 
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4.0 TRAFFIC ANALYSIS SCOPE 

This report evaluates the expected traffic impact of the proposed development during the 
construction phase and during the operation phase. The report identifies the preferred access 
route to the site, comment on the condition of the existing roads in the site vicinity, identify 
possible access points to the site and recommend road improvements to the surrounding road 
network to accommodate the proposed development. 

The report is based on existing available information on the road network, road condition 
information obtained during site visits conducted in May 2018 and an assessment of the expected 
traffic volumes generated by the construction and operation phases of the proposed wind farm. 
Based on the information available it is not expected that there will be a significant variation in 
the road surface conditions during other periods of the year and the observed road conditions 
during May 2018 is adequate for evaluation purposes in this report. 

5.0 TRANSPORT ROUTE 

Based on the abnormal load requirements, preliminary routes as outlined in Figure 3 in 
Annexure A are proposed for transporting the large equipment from the Cape Town and Saldanha 
Bay harbour to the site.  The Cape Town harbour route goes via the R27 passing Langebaan and 
Saldanha Bay then via Vredenburg or via St Helena Bay to Stompneus Bay via the Provincial 
Main Road MR533.  From Vredenburg the route follows the DR2160 northbound to the site or 
from Stompneus Bay, the route follows the DR2160 southbound up to the site. 

The Saldanha Bay harbour route goes either via Vredenburg or via St Helena Bay and 
Stompneus Bay. From Vredenburg the route follows DR2160 northbound to the site or from 
Stompneus Bay the route follows the DR2160 southbound up to the site. The site will be accessed 
via existing farm accesses off DR2160. 

The final routes will have to be checked for compliance during the final design stages of the 
project. Permits will need to be obtained from the relevant road authorities for all abnormal loads 
and the specific route will be specified based on the characteristics of each load type. The 
abnormal load routes differ in travel distance between the ports and the site and in terms of saving 
in road transport costs the difference between the Cape Town and Saldanha Bay routes is 
significant. The routes can be confirmed during the planning for construction final stages. 

Based on the information currently available the turbine components can be imported via either 
the Cape Town or Saldanha Bay harbours. 

6.0 EXISTING CONDITIONS 

6.1 Existing Roads, Cross Sections and Surface Conditions 

In the vicinity of the proposed development, the following roadways were investigated. 

 R27 Provincial Trunk Road TR77/1: The R27 is a two lane road with one lane per direction 
of travel, with a posted speed limit of 120km/h with shoulders on both sides of the road. 
The typical cross section consists of 3.7m wide lanes with 2m wide shoulders. The road 
surface is in a good condition. Refer to Photo 1 in Annexure B for the typical cross section. 

 R45 Provincial Trunk Road TR21/2: The R45 is a two lane road with one lane per direction 
of travel, with a posted speed limit of 120km/h. The typical cross section consists of 3.4m 
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wide lanes and 1.5m paved shoulders. The road surface is in a fair condition. Refer to 
Photo 2 in Annexure B for the typical cross section. 

 St Helena Bay Provincial Main Road MR533: MR533 is a two lane road with one lane per 
direction of travel, with a posted speed limit of 100km/h. The typical cross section consists 
of 3.4m wide lanes with 1.5m paved shoulders. The road surface is in a fair condition. 
Refer to Photo 3 for the typical cross section. 

 R399 Provincial Main Road MR240: MR240 is a two lane road with one lane per direction 
of travel, with a posted speed limit of 90km/h. The typical cross section consists of 3.4m 
wide lanes with gravel shoulders. The road surface is in a fair condition. Refer to Photo 4 
for the typical cross section. 

 Stompneus Bay Road Provincial Divisional Road DR2160: DR2160 is a gravel road 
approximately 8m wide. The road surface is in a fair to poor condition with corrugated 
sections and flood damage in some areas. Refer to Photo 5 for the typical cross section 

 Provincial Divisional Road DR2164: DR2160 is a gravel road approximately 8m wide. The 
road surface is in a fair to poor condition. Refer to Photo 6 for the typical cross section. 

All these roads are public roads and routine maintenance and repair of these roads is the 
responsibility of the relevant Roads Authority. 

6.2 Existing Traffic Volumes 

Currently there are approximately 200 vehicles per day travelling along the DR2160 with less 
than 50 vehicles per hour in the peak hour.  Of the total traffic volume, approximately 10 vehicles 
are heavy vehicles.  These volumes are relatively low and there is sufficient spare capacity along 
the DR2160 and the surrounding road network to accommodate the expected increase in traffic 
volumes associated with the construction, operation and decommissioning phases of the 
proposed wind farm. 

7.0 SITE ACCESSES 
Access is proposed via farm accesses off the DR2160. Figure 2 in Annexure A shows the 
proposed access roads. The proposed accesses are numbered starting from the south for 
reference purposes in this report. The kilometre marks are shown below. 

 #1 KM 4.75 

 #2 KM 6.56 

 #3 KM 7.22 

 #4 KM 8.90 

 #5 KM 11.94 

All the accesses shown above might not be required once construction is completed and the 
existing farm roads will be used for access to the site as far as possible. The recommended long-
term access to the site is Access #4 at KM8.9. 

The topography of the site is relatively flat surface with some rolling hills. The required shoulder 
sight distance (SSD) for articulated heavy vehicles along roads with a posted speed limit of 
80km/h is 300 metres and for single unit trucks it is 260 metres based on the geometric design 
guidelines of the UTG. The available SSD in both directions along the DR2160 from the proposed 
access positions for the Boulders WF is acceptable for the existing posted speed limit along 
DR2160. The available SSD along the DR2160 are shown in Photos 7 to 16 in Annexure B. 
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8.0 TRAFFIC IMPACT ANALYSIS 

The expected effects of traffic that would be generated by the proposed development during peak 
hours were analysed as follows: 

 The background traffic volumes were determined for the study network in the vicinity 
of the site. These are the traffic volumes that would be on the road network in the 
absence of the proposed development; 

 A growth factor was applied to account for regional growth; 

 Construction Phase Traffic; 

 Site-generated trips were estimated for the proposed development; 

 The construction phase traffic and the assigned site-generated traffic from the 
proposed development were added to the background traffic volumes to determine 
the total traffic conditions with the development completed. 

 

The significance of the impacts were calculated through the following methodology: 

Direct, indirect and cumulative impacts of the issues identified in this report are assessed in terms 

of the following criteria:  

 The nature which includes a description of what causes the effect what will be affected 

and how it will be affected. 

 The extent wherein it is indicated whether the impact will be local (limited to the 

immediate area or site of development) or regional, and a value between 1 and 5 is 

assigned as appropriate (with 1 being low and 5 being high): 

 The duration wherein it is indicated whether:  

o the lifetime of the impact will be of a very short duration (0- 1 years) - assigned a 

score of 1. 

o the lifetime of the impact will be of a short duration (2-5 years) - assigned a score 

of 2. 

o medium-term (5-15 years) - assigned a score of 3  

o long term ( > 15 years) - assigned a score of 4; or  

o permanent - assigned a score of 5  

 The magnitude quantified on a scale from 0-10 where 0 is small and will have no effect 

on the environment, 2 is minor and will not result in an impact on processes, 4 is low 

and will cause a slight impact on processes, 6 is moderate and will result in processes 

continuing but in a modified way 8 is high (processes are altered to the extent that they 

temporarily cease) and 10 is very high and results in complete destruction of patterns 

and permanent cessation of processes.   

 The probability of occurrence, which shall describe the (likelihood of the impact actually 

occurring.  Probability will be estimated on a scale of 1-5 where 1 is very improbable 
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(probably will not happen), 2 is improbable (some possibility, but of low likelihood) , 3 is 

probable (distinct possibility) , 4 is highly probable (most likely) and 5 is definite (impact 

will occur regardless of any prevention measures). 

The significance which shall be determined through a syntheses of the characteristics 

described above and can be assessed as low, medium or high;  

and; 

the status, which will be described as either positive, negative or neutral. 

the degree to which the impact can be reversed. 

the degree to which the impact may cause irreplaceable loss of resources. 

the degree to which the impact can be mitigated. 

 

The significance is calculated by combining the criteria in the following formula:  

S = (E + D + M)P  

Where 

S = significance weighting 

E = Extent 

D = Duration 

M = Magnitude 

P = Probability  

The significance weightings for each potential impact are as follows:  

 <30 points: Low (i.e. where this impact would not have a direct influence on the decision 

to develop in the area)  

 30-60 points: Medium (i.e. where the impact could influence the decision to develop in 

the area unless it is effectively mitigated)  

 >60 points: High (i.e. where the impact must have an influence on the decision process 

to develop in the area). 

8.1 Year 2021 Background Traffic Conditions  

For the purposes of this study, year 2021 background traffic conditions were developed by 
applying a 1.0 percent annual traffic growth rate to the existing traffic on the major links. This 
estimated growth rate was assumed to allow for the additional traffic volumes that will be 
generated by other in-process and future developments in the vicinity of the proposed 
development. 

Due to the low traffic volumes the current road network will continue to operate at acceptable 
levels-of-service during the background conditions.  

8.2 Construction Phase 

It is expected that most traffic will be generated during the construction phase. The following 
activities will probably occur during the construction phase: 

 Construction of the internal access roads, 

 Stripping and stockpiling of topsoil, 
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 Excavation and construction of the foundations for the wind turbines, 

 Construction of the operations building, 

 Erection/Assembly and disassembly of the cranes  

 Assembly of the towers, nacelles and blades, 

 Trenching for cabling and 

 Reinstatement of the site. 

The internal access roads will be constructed mainly of local materials sourced from the local 
surrounding areas and these roads will be retained and used for inspection and maintenance of 
the wind turbines during the operation phase. 

The tower foundations are large reinforced concrete footings. It is assumed that the material 
removed during excavation will be utilised within the site to create hardstand areas for the cranes 
and in reinstating the site after construction. It is assumed that the concrete will be mixed on site 
and the raw materials will be transported to the site via the existing road network. It is assumed 
that up to 70 truckloads will be required for each foundation. 

Approximately 20 heavy truck loads are required per site to assemble and disassemble the 
cranes. The components of the wind turbines will be transported to the site from either Cape 
Town harbour or Saldanha Bay harbour and approximately 12 abnormal truck loads are required 
per wind turbine. 

8.2.1 Trip Generation 

Estimates of the peak hour vehicle trips for new developments are typically based on empirical 
observations at similar land uses. The estimates summarised in Table 1 are based on information 
sourced from other similar projects and it is also based on the assumption that the proposed 45 
wind turbines will be constructed over the 24 month period. These assumptions are considered 
the worst case scenario. 

Table 1: Expected Generated Truck Trips during the Construction Phase 

Material Approximate Number of Trucks required 

Foundation 3 150 

Construction Cranes 120 

Tower Sections 225 

Nacelles 135 

Blades 135 

Switch Cabinets 90 

TOTAL 3 855 

It is expected that approximately 3 855 trucks will be required during the 24 month construction 
period, working approximately 300 days of the year. This means that on average approximately 
7 trucks will visit the site per day which equates to approximately14 truck trips spread over an 
eight-hour day. 

Based on information sourced from other similar projects it is assumed that approximately up to 
400 construction workers could be employed during the peak construction period. It can be 
expected that the bulk of these workers will commute to/from the construction site via bus or 
minibus taxis. If 70 percent of the construction staff travels with minibus taxis with an average 
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occupancy of 12 passengers per vehicle it equates to approximately 24 taxis visiting the site in 
the morning and afternoon peak hours. If the remaining 30 percent travel with private vehicles, it 
equates to approximately 150 motor vehicle and truck trips during the average week day peak 
hours during the construction period. 

8.2.2 Trip Distribution and Assignment 

It is expected that most of the trips to/from the proposed wind farm will come from direction 
Vredenburg via the R399 and DR2160. Some trips can also come from Paternoster and the St 
Helena Bay areas. The trucks delivering the wind turbine components will also come from the 
Vredenburg direction via the R399 and most of the trucks delivering raw material for the wind 
tower foundations and road construction material will come from the Vredenburg area. 

8.2.3 Transport Impact 

Based on the expected number of construction trips generated by the proposed development the 
existing road network has sufficient capacity to accommodate the additional trips from an 
operational perspective. However, the increase in truck traffic along the roads in the site vicinity 
will be significant, compared to the current truck traffic along these roads. Some sections of 
DR2160 are in poor condition and will need resurfacing/maintenance prior to the construction 
phase of the project. It is recommended that a maintenance agreement be reached with the 
Provincial Roads Authority with regards to maintenance along DR2160 during the construction 
phase of the project. 

It is recommended that construction and abnormal load traffic be limited to outside the typical 
traffic peaks in built-up areas and through towns like Vredenburg. Provincial and Local traffic 
officials should assist abnormal load vehicles through the towns. No significant road safety issues 
are expected in terms of possible vehicle and pedestrian conflicts. 

Traffic Impact significance during the construction phase 
Impact Nature: Gravel loss and damage to the road layer works as a result of additional truck 
traffic and heavy load truck traffic during the construction phase. 

 Without Mitigation With Mitigation 

Extent Low (1) Low (1) 

Duration Short (2) Short (2) 

Magnitude Low (4) Minor (2) 

Probability Most likely (4) Improbable (2) 

Significance Low (28) Low (10) 

Status Negative Neutral 

Reversibility Medium Medium 

Irreplaceable loss of 
resources 

No No 

Can impacts be mitigated? Yes 

Mitigation Resurfacing of sections along DR2160 if/where required and regular 
road maintenance along DR2160 during the construction phase. 

Residual Risks None. 
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8.3 Operation Phase 

The operation phase of this project is not expected to generate significant traffic volumes. The 
typical day-to-day activities will only be service vehicles undertaking general maintenance at the 
site. The number of permanent staff on site is not expected to be more than 20 people and 
therefore no additional upgrades are required to accommodate the operational site traffic. 

Traffic Impact significance during the operation phase 
Impact Nature: Gravel loss along DR2160 

 Without Mitigation With Mitigation 

Extent Low (1) Low (1) 

Duration Long term (4) Long term (4) 

Magnitude Minor (2) Minor (2) 

Probability Very improbable (1) Very improbable (1) 

Significance Low (7) Low (7) 

Status Neutral Neutral 

Reversibility Medium Medium 

Irreplaceable loss of 
resources 

No No 

Can impacts be 
mitigated? 

Yes 

Mitigation Routine road maintenance by the relevant Roads Authority. 

Residual Risks None 

8.4 Cumulative Transport Impact 

The traffic volumes generated by Wind Farm developments during the operational phase is low 
and the cumulative transport impact as a result of the existing and planned wind farms, i.e. 
Boulders Wind Farm, West Coast One WEF and Isivunguvungu WEF will be low. The existing 
road network in the site vicinity has sufficient capacity to accommodate the existing and planned 
wind farm developments in the larger area. 

8.5 Alternative Development Proposals 

No Feasible site alternatives have been identified for the establishment of the proposed Boulders 
Wind Farm. Therefore, no site alternatives are evaluated in this report. 

8.6 Decommissioning Phase 

If the wind farm is not upgraded at the end of the typical lifespan (20 to 25 years from the date of 
commissioning) the site will be decommissioned. The decommissioning is expected to take 
between 6 to 12 months. The modular components would be removed and recycled and all 
disturbed areas will have to be appropriately rehabilitated. 

The expected transport impact on the road network during the decommissioning phase will be 
similar or less than the transport impact during the construction phase and the surrounding road 
network has sufficient capacity to accommodate the expected traffic volumes associated with the 
decommissioning of the wind farm. 
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Traffic Impact significance during the decommissioning phase 
Impact Nature: Gravel loss and damage to the road layer works as a result of additional truck 
traffic and heavy load truck traffic during the decommissioning phase. 

 Without Mitigation With Mitigation 

Extent Low (1) Low (1) 

Duration Short (2) Short (2) 

Magnitude Low (4) Minor (2) 

Probability Most likely (4) Improbable (2) 

Significance Low (28) Low (10) 

Status Negative Neutral 

Reversibility Medium Medium 

Irreplaceable loss of 
resources 

No No 

Can impacts be 
mitigated? 

Yes 

Mitigation Resurfacing of sections along DR2160 if/where required once the 
decommissioning has been completed. 

Residual Risks None 

 

8.7 Traffic Management and Transportation Plan 

During the construction phase the increase in truck traffic along the roads in the site vicinity will 
be significant, compared to the current truck traffic along these roads. However, the expected 
total traffic volumes along these roads will still be well within the function of the roads and no 
operational or safety issues are expected. Due to the rural nature of the area around the 
development site the daily traffic distribution profile along the roads in the site vicinity is random 
with no specific peak during the day. 

It is recommended that construction and abnormal load traffic be limited to outside the typical 
traffic peaks in built-up areas and through towns like Vredenburg. Provincial and Local traffic 
officials should assist abnormal load vehicles through the towns. No significant road safety issues 
are expected in terms of possible vehicle and pedestrian conflicts. The construction traffic will 
have an impact on road users and pedestrians along the surrounding road network, but with 
effective traffic management the impact can be minimised. 

Most of the equipment and construction material will be delivered to the site with heavy vehicles. 
The turbine components will be transported by abnormal load vehicles. It is expected that the 
delivery of the equipment will occur over a 20 month period and the impact of the delivery vehicles 
on the existing traffic along the road network in the site vicinity will be acceptable. All deliveries 
with abnormal loads must operate under an approved transportation plan with the necessary 
traffic routes and traffic accommodation plans in place. 

The following general transport management principles should be adhered to: 

 Before construction commences, accesses must be marked with signs or flags. The 
contractor will be responsible for ensuring construction traffic is limited to the designated 
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routes. 

 All employees must attend an environmental training session providing detail with regards 
to construction access routes to limit the impact on the environment and other road users. 

 The contractor should ensure that sub-contractors comply with the TMP principles. 

 Land owners in the site vicinity should be notified of the construction schedule. 

 Construction signs should be provided along public roads in the construction site vicinity. 

 Dust suppression measures should be applied to limit dust pollution. 

 Public roads should be maintained during the construction period and repaired were 
necessary once construction is completed. 

 Drivers and operators must have the appropriate drivers and operating licences. 

 All vehicles using public roads must be road worthy and licenced. 

 Any possible traffic delay due to construction must be co-ordinated with the appropriate 
authorities. 

 No deviation from approved transportation routes should be allowed. 

9.0 TRANSPORT IMPACT of REVISED WIND TURBINE LAYOUT 

Due to concerns raised by the Visual, Heritage and Social specialists on the project, the turbine 
layout was changed. Seven of the wind turbines previous proposed on the western side of 
DR2160 has now been relocated, i.e. five to the eastern side of DR2160 and 2 further south along 
DR2160 as illustrated on the Revised Site Layout Plan Figure 2 in Annexure A. 

The total number of wind turbines remains the same with the revised layout and the transport 
impact on the public road network will remain similar than what is reported for the previous layout 
in the previous sections of this report. It is recommended that the relocated wind turbines 27 and 
43 share an access with wind turbine 5 at KM6.56. 

10.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

ITS Engineers (Pty) Ltd prepared this transportation impact assessment for the proposed 
Boulders Wind Farm north of Vredenburg. This report summarises the existing transportation 
conditions within the site vicinity and provides an assessment of the transportation impacts of the 
proposed development on the surrounding transportation system. 

This traffic impact analysis resulted in the following conclusions and recommendations. 

Transport Routes 

 Based on the information currently available the turbine components can be imported 
via either the Cape Town or Saldanha Bay harbours. 

 Preliminary routes are proposed from the Cape Town harbour via the R27 through 
Vredenburg or via St Helena Bay to Stompneus Bay and from the Saldanha Bay 
harbour through Vredenburg or via St Helena Bay to Stompneus Bay. From 
Vredenburg the route follows DR2160 northbound to the site or from Stompneus Bay 
the route follows the DR2160 southbound up to the site 

 The final routes will have to be checked for compliance during the final design stages 
of the project. Permits will need to be obtained from the relevant road authorities for 
all abnormal loads and the specific route will be specified based on the characteristics 
of each load type. The Cape Town and Saldanha Bay abnormal load routes differ in 
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travel distance and in terms of saving in road transport costs the difference between 
the two routes is significant. The route can be confirmed during the planning for 
construction final stages. 
 

Existing Traffic Conditions 

 The current demand on the existing road network in the site vicinity is low and the road 
network and intersections operate at acceptable levels of service. 

2021 Background Traffic Conditions  

 A growth rate of 1 percent per annum was applied to the existing traffic volumes to 
determine the 2021 background traffic conditions. 

 All the intersections and roadways will continue to operate at acceptable levels-of-
service in the future during the worst peak hours of the year without the proposed 
development. 

Construction Phase 

 It is expected that the construction phase of the proposed development could generate 
approximately 150 vehicular trips during the average weekday of which approximately 
20 percent will be heavy truck traffic. 

 Access to the site is proposed via existing farm accesses off the DR2160. The access 
spacing along DR2160 is adequate for the development and the available shoulder 
sight distances from the proposed accesses are sufficient. 

Operation Phase 

 The operation phase of this project is not expected to generate significant traffic 
volumes. The typical day-to-day activities will probably only be service vehicles 
undertaking general maintenance at the site. The number of permanent staff on site 
is not expected to be more than 20 people and therefore no additional upgrades are 
required to accommodate the operational site traffic. 

 The transport impact of the Boulders Wind Farm during the operational phase 
compared to the existing traffic conditions in the site vicinity will be insignificant. 

Cumulative Transport Impact 

 Wind Farm developments does not generate a significant number of trips during the 
operational phase. The road network in the site vicinity has sufficient capacity to 
accommodate all existing and planned wind farm developments in the area. 

Development Alternatives 

 No Feasible site alternatives have been identified for the establishment of the 
proposed wind energy facility. Therefore, no site alternatives are evaluated in this 
report. 

Decommissioning Phase 

 If the wind farm is not upgraded at the end of the typical lifespan (20 to 25 years) the 
site will be decommissioned. The decommissioning is expected to take between 6 to 
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12 months. The expected transport impact on the road network during the 
decommissioning phase will be similar to the transport impact during the construction 
phase and the surrounding road network has sufficient capacity to accommodate the 
expected traffic volumes associated with the decommissioning of the wind farm. 

Traffic Management and Transportation Plan 

 During the construction phase the increase in truck traffic along the roads in the site 
vicinity will be significant, compared to the current truck traffic along these roads. 
However, the expected total traffic volumes along these roads will still be well within 
the function of the roads and no operational or safety issues are expected. 

 It is recommended that construction and abnormal load traffic be limited to outside the 
typical traffic peaks in build-up areas and through towns like Vredenburg. 

 Most of the equipment and construction material will be delivered to the site with heavy 
vehicles. The turbine components will be transported by abnormal load vehicles. It is 
expected that the delivery of the equipment will occur over a 20 month period and the 
impact of the delivery vehicles on the existing traffic along the road network in the site 
vicinity will be acceptable. All deliveries with abnormal loads must operate under an 
approved transportation plan with the necessary traffic routes and traffic 
accommodation plans in place. 

 The contractor should ensure that transport management principles as discussed in 
this report is adhered to at all times. 

Transport Impact – Revised Wind Turbine Layout 

 Due to concerns raised by the Visual, Heritage and Social specialists on the project, 
the turbine layout was changed. Seven of the wind turbines previous proposed on the 
western side of DR2160 has now been relocated, i.e. five to the eastern side of 
DR2160 and 2 further south along DR2160. 

 The total number of wind turbines remains the same with the revised layout and the 
transport impact on the public road network will remain similar than what is reported 
for the previous layout. It is recommended that the relocated wind turbines 27 and 43 
share an access with wind turbine 5 at KM6.56. 

Based on the evaluation of the expected transport impact as discussed in this report the existing 
road network has sufficient spare capacity to accommodate the proposed Boulders Wind Farm 
without any major road upgrades required to the existing road infrastructure. It is recommended 
that the proposed development be approved from a transport impact perspective. 
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Photo 1: Northbound view along the R27 towards the R45 

 
Photo 2: Westbound view along the R45 towards the town Vredenburg 

 
Photo 3: Southbound view along MR533 towards the R399 

 
Photo 4: Westbound view along the R399 towards MR533 
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Photo 5: Northbound view along DR2160 towards the Site 

 
Photo 6: Eastbound view along DR2164 towards DR2160 

 
Photo 7: SSD to the North along the DR2160 at KM4.75 - Access #1 

 
Photo 8: SSD to the South along the DR2160 at KM4.75 – Access #1 
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Photo 9: SSD to the North along the DR2160 at KM6.56 – Access#2 

 
Photo 10: SSD to the South along the DR2160 at KM6.56 – Access#2 

 
Photo 11: SSD to the North along the DR2160 at KM7.20 – Access#3 

 
Photo 12: SSD to the South along the DR2160 at KM7.20 – Access#3 
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Photo 13:   SSD to the North along the DR2160 at KM8.89 – Access#4 

 
Photo 14:  SSD to the South along the DR2160 from KM8.89 – Access#4 

 
Photo 15: SSD to the North along the DR2160 from KM11.94 – Access#5 

 
Photo 16: SSD to the South along the DR2160 from KM11.94 – Access#5 
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